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This paper investigates the overall readiness and challenges of Hong Kong in developing 
electronic commerce. This study focuses on the following major areas: readiness of local 
companies and consumers，like, computer and the Litemet knowledge, availability of home 
computer, utilization of computer systems in companies, etc., perceptual acceptance towards 
electronic commerce，security and payment concerns, legal framework and government support. 
Two surveys were prepared to find out the answers for the above areas: one for local companies 
and the other for local consumers. Also, focus group discussion was conducted to supplement 
the survey resuks. The surveys show that the computer and the Memet knowledge of general 
public, home computer ownership and computer systems usage in companies are quite 
satisfactory. All these are favorable factors for us to promote electronic commerce. However, 
the survey also reveals that Hong Kong is facing numerous obstacles to electronic commerce, 
too. 
Ahnost all companies and consumers think security is the biggest barrier to application of 
electronic commerce. Looking closer, their security concem is not just on the technology 
limitation. More seriously, they have misperception on the security on electronic transactions 
and lack of trust over all kinds of transactions on the net, such as, the payment method, data 
privacy, reliability of Memet merchants, all kinds of information on the net，etc. People will 
not utilize the electronic commerce unless trust is rebuilt. 
Most respondents indicate that they accept the concept of advertising and purchasing over the 
brtemet. The number one reason in choosing to shop and purchase over the Litemet is the 
convenience ofthe Litemet: do it at any time and place, buy from any shops around the world. 
However, the survey reveals that there is very low participation in electronic commerce. Of 
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course, security is one of the major inhibitors. Other than that, for people with works not 
directly related to information technology, the main reason of not participating in electronic 
transactions is hard to search and purchase on the net. They are complaining on the non-user-
fnendliness and complexities of the electronic transactions. It seems that the design of most 
web interfaces does not inline with the convenience nature of the Litemet, which is supposed to 
be the top advantage of electronic transactions on the Memet. 
Electronic commerce levels the play. Since most companies in Hong Kong are of small to 
medium size，a widespread adoption of electronic commerce can definitely improve the overall 
competitiveness of Hong Kong. However, the survey finds that small and medium companies 
do not have good understanding of capabilities and deficiencies of electronic commerce. Also， 
under current adverse economy condition, small and medium companies have big reservations 
in investing in electronic commerce because of its high investment costs. 
To overcome the inhibitors and provide a trustworthy environment for the development of 
electronic commerce, a lot of works have to be done together by Government, Litemet Services 
Providers and big organizations. 
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General Organization of the Dissertation 
This is a dissertation aiming at investigating the overall readiness and challenge of Hong 
Kong in applying and utilizing electronic commerce. The readiness and acceptance of local 
companies and consumers towards electronic commerce are studied. Also, it tries to find out 
the major obstacles and difficulties being faced in our adoption of electronic commerce. 
Based on the findings, recommendations are suggested to overcome the obstacles and 
facilitate the adoption of electronic commerce in Hong Kong. 
This dissertation is broadly organized into seven chapters. Chapter One is ati introduction. It 
defines the electronic commerce and the scope of this dissertation. It gives an overview of the 
development of the Memet and electronic commerce in Hong Kong. Also, the obstacles 
being faced in adopting the Memet-based electronic commerce are briefly described. 
Li Chapter Two，the research methodology of the dissertation is discussed. Methods of data 
collection and processes of the research are described. Chapter Three explains the purpose 
and the scope of study. Chapter Four is a summary of the literature review on the 
development of Memet and electronic commerce and the opportunities and threats to the 
development of electronic commerce. 
Li Chapter Five, the contents and results of two questionnaires are described. Also, the 
implications from the results ofthe questionnaires are explained. Chapter Six summarizes the 
major findings from focus group. 
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Chapter Seven is an analysis of the current status and major inhibitors in developing 
electronic commerce in Hong Kong. And, the recommendations for both Government and 
companies are suggested to accelerate the development of electronic commerce so as to 
increase the overall competitiveness of Hong Kong. The conclusion is presented in Chapter 
Eight. 
Wave of Electronic Commerce 
Li the past decade，the electronic commerce (e-commerce) is growing like a snowball 
everywhere in the world. The prediction for the total values of e-commerce sales in the whole 
world varies enormously among different predictors such as Forrester Research and 
Litemational Data Corporation. The estimates for the year 2000 are ranging from $6 billion 
to $300 billion [1]. Nonetheless, all analysts make it very clear that the e-commerce is going 
to take off sharply. 
According to the Memational Data Corporation (JDC), the e-commerce in Asia Pacific 
Region will surge from US$lOOmillion in 1997 to US$34.5billion in 2001 [1]. Ofcourse, the 
development will vary among countries in the region because of the differences in individual 
economics. And, analysts predict Singapore and Hong Kong will lead the e-commerce 
development in Asia Pacific Region. 
The shape take-off of e-commerce in Hong Kong can also be shown in various initiatives just 
launched or being launched by the Memet Services Providers (JSP), merchants, vendors and 
banks. The local ISP HKNet partnered with CyberCash, a leading electronic payment vendor, 
to incorporate the CyberCash Wallet to it's the Memet Services in providing subscribers with 
a secure on-line payment method. Chekiang First, the Hongkong and Shanghai and the 
Standard Chartered banks have launched the Memet based banking services. Also, Bank of 
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China fBOC) group is working with Hongkong Telecom to offer interactive banking services 
based on Meractive TV. 
Is the development of e-commerce in Hong Kong as optimistic as depicted in the above 
analysis, events and figures? What are the challenges and obstacles that we are facing? Are 
local companies, especially small-to-medium-size, in Hong Kong ready to ride the e-
commerce wave? Do local consumers accept the concept of electronic transactions? Before 
answering all these questions, let us find out what is electronic commerce. 
What is Electronic Commerce 
Electronic Commerce is broadly defined as "the use of information technology to support the 
linkages among the functions provided by participants in commerce" [7], or "the entire 
collection ofactions that support commercial activities on a network" [8]. Everybody should 
already have participated in e-commerce in one way or the other. Such as, the most widely 
used kind of e-commerce is depositing and withdrawing through ATM machines. E-
commerce covers different forms of communications including fex, e-mail，Electronic Data 
toerchange (EDF), value-added networks, Meractive TV, the Memet, etc. Different forms 
ofcommunication are complementary to, as well as competitive with, each other [9]. 
\n this paper, the scope ofthe study is narrowed down to the electronic commerce on the 
Internet (or Internet-based e-commerce) so as to focus on the breadth ofthe study. 
Development of the Internet in Hong Kong 
Undoubtedly, the Memet drives the drastic growth of e-commerce. Without the Litemet, the 
development of electronic commerce would never like what we see today. Therefore, it is 
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vital to understand the history of the Memet in understanding the development of Mtemet-
based e-commerce. The Litemet is coming from the network ARPANET, established by the 
Advanced Research Project Agency of the U.S. Department of Defense in early 1970s, 
aiming at connecting various military and research sites. ARPANET was itself a research 
project in developing packet switching protocols allowing dissimilar computer systems to 
communicate [2]. 
Li the late 1980s, the National Science Foundation O^SF), a United States federal agency, 
started expanding its own NFSNET, using the technology developed by ARPANET. At the 
beginning, NSF only allowed campuses and research centres to connect to the network. 
Afterwards, more and more diverse groups connected to the network. It then formed what we 
call "the Memet". Today, the Memet is growing at rate of 10% annually and commercial 
segment makes up the major portion, more than 50%, of the Mtemet [2]. 
Hong Kong has its initial connection to the Memet in September of 1991 [1]. Although it 
was two to three years behind the developed countries like United States, United Kingdom, 
Japan, etc., the last few years have seen a dramatic increase in number of networks in Hong 
Kong. Li the first half of 1998，the number of the Memet hosts has been increased from 
67,914 to 92,918 (i.e. a 37% increase) [3]. The rapid development of the Memet in Hong 
Kong can also be shown in the drastic increase in the Memet Access Service Providers in the 
Figure 1.1 andthe Memet Traffic Volume in Figure 1.2. 
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The tremendous growth and popularity of the Memet provides a perfect media for 
commercial world to expand because of its unlimited coverage: people, companies and 
organizations at different geographical areas, with different beliefs and backgrounds, etc. 
With the Litemet, electronic communication，home shopping, home banking, etc become 
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possible at much lower cost since businesses do not have to build private networks by 
themselves. 
Electronic Commerce Opportunities in Hong Kong 
Since the Asian financial crisis in 1997, Hong Kong is facing the most severe fmancial 
adjustments in her history as a result of the Government determination in maintaining the 
Hong Kong-U.S. dollar link. Now, we are suffering from -5.1% GDP，5.8% unemployment 
rate，50% drop in property market, capital market crash，etc [4]. 
Li order to survive under this adverse period, all businesses in Hong Kong are trying their best 
to find ways to reduce costs, increase efficiencies and create competitive advantages. Many 
businesses have chosen to layoff and cut salary so as to reduce costs. Those are some ofthe 
tactics to reduce costs but may not be the best since those measures will greatly affect the 
employees' morale and there is no guarantee to improve efficiencies. Applying new 
technologies like e-commerce to increase efficiencies and productivity and to enlarge the 
market reach may be another way out. 
Say for manufacturing businesses, by applying business-to-business andA>r business-to-
customer e-commerce, communication can be improved, order processing can be streamlined, 
inventory control can be improved，market reaches can be enlarged by online shops, etc. 
After all, companies can be more productive and competitive. As a result, they can generate 
more money without cutting salary and layout. This is a genuine win-win solution, in which 
both employers and employees can benefit. 
Besides, businesses may choose closing up some retail shops so as to minimize the operating 
cost, but this may lead to the lose of customers. By establishing shopping channel on the net. 
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it can retain existing customers and attract new customers. Costs in maintaining an online 
shop on the net is minimal as compared to traditional selling channels. 
bi additions, e-commerce levels the playing fields. Hong Kong is dominant by small and 
medium-size businesses. Li view of manpower and capital resources，businesses at these 
sizes are hard to compete with giant business, especially under existing adverse economical 
environment. Doing businesses on the net, however, makes no differences for small and big 
businesses. It will be a great chance to beat the giant. If handling it well, challenge can 
become an excellent opportunity. 
We can foresee the benefits of e-commerce to Hong Kong economy as a whole. But, there 
are many obstacles as well. Firstly, setting up e-commerce needs considerable amount of 
initial investment. Under today economy, most businesses are very conservative in putting 
further investment and find it hard to obtain financial assistance. Secondly, since the concept 
ofintemet-based e-commerce is still new, the early adopters have to spend efforts and time to 
try different approaches and fmally fmd the ways out. Of course, they have to pay prices for 
the trials. Thirdly, in order to realize the biggest advantages of e-commerce, the working 
environment and styles have to change accordingly in a great extent. Staff has to work on 
computer screens instead of paper. Resistance to change in working culture will also hinder 
the development. Besides, consumer acceptance towards eK)ommerce plays a very important 
part. There are many, many other obstacles in applying Litemet commerce. This paper is 
aiming at identifying the major barriers and inhibitors to the development of e-commerce in 
Hong Kong. And, recommendations are made at the end hoping to overcome the barriers and 





To begin with，literature review is conducted to understand the development of the Memet, 
World Wide Web and electronic commerce. Li what ways, the businesses can make use of 
electronic commerce to increase competitiveness. From the literature, both successful and 
failed cases in applying e-commerce are studied so as to have solid ideas of its benefits and 
implementation difficulties. Also, the current status and fixture trend of e-commerce in United 
States andy^ or other countries in Asia are studied. 
Previous studies and surveys 
A number of surveys, such as, CommerceNet research projects, HERMES surveys, have been 
conducted by various organizations and individuals around the world on the commercial use 
of the Litemet, consumers' attitudes towards commercial use of the Web and the bitemet, 
security and privacy, on-line shopping, etc. These surveys serve as the basis for this study 
and also provide some background information to facilitate the analysis. 
Survey Questionnaires 
In order to find out the readiness and acceptance of companies and consumers in Hong Kong 
towards applying electronic commerce, two questionnaires are prepared. One is targeting on 
companies in Hong Kong. It aims at finding out the current usage of computer, the bitemet, 
EDI and electronic commerce by companies in Hong Kong. And, their acceptance of doing 
business in electronic ways internally, with their business partners and customers, the 
availability ofthe necessary resources in applying electronic commerce on the net and future 
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plan of using electronic commerce are also surveyed. 
Questionnaires are distributed to companies randomly selected from registered companies in 
Hong Kong through traditional mail, fax and colleagues. Also, some of them are distributed 
via Hong Kong Productivity Council. 
The other one is targeting on consumers in Hong Kong. It surveys on the usage of computer, 
the Memet and electronic commerce by ordinary people in Hong Kong. Their attitudes 
towards commercial use of the Web and the Memet and on-line shopping and their concerns 
over security, legal implications and others are also surveyed. 
Li an attempt to cover consumers with different backgrounds as far as possible，a variety of 
channels have been used to distribute the survey questionnaires and they are listed below: 
• Through community service centers and social workers 
• Through colleagues/fiiends and their connections 
• Through churches and schools 
Since the topic of this paper is related to the Memet, the use of the Memet to conduct the 
surveys has been considered. Finally, the traditional paper survey method is chosen. It is 
because much more resources would be required in terms of time in preparing and analyzing 
the web surveys. Besides, since high percentages of companies and consumers have no 
connection on the net, traditional survey via normal mail and fax is inevitable, hi order to 
minimize preparation and analyzing effort, onlytraditional survey method is chosen. 
Focus Group - IT consultants specialized in implementing e-commerce 
After collecting and analyzing the survey results, we have identified the main hurdles 
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encountered by companies in applying e-commerce in Hong Kong. Also, the factors affecting 
the acceptance and participation in Memet-based e-commerce by consumers in Hong Kong 
are revealed. 
Supplement to the survey results from the questionnaires, a focus group of 6 people, through 
introduction by friends, with experience in promoting and implementing the Memet, EDI and 
e-commerce has been gathered to discuss in greater detail about e-commerce development in 
Hong Kong，sufficiency of Government Support and major barriers in introducing e-
commerce concepts to local companies, especially small to medium size companies. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PURPOSE OF STUDY 
This paper is about "Electronic Commerce on the Memet in Hong Kong". Since e-commerce 
is an extremely hot-topic in the whole world, a lot of analysis, studies or researches have 
already illustrated its benefits to businesses in making use of e-commerce. Li this paper, the 
author focus rather on a more fundamental issue: the readiness, chaUenges and difficulties of 
Hong Kong in applying and implementing e~commerce on the net. There are some 
components that are commonly accepted to be critical in determining the ultimate success of 
applying e-commerce. Jn order to make this study more practical and efficient, I have narrow 
the scope ofthis paper within these aspects of e^commerce in Hong Kong. They are listed as 
follows: 
• Companies' Readiness and Acceptance: capital, resources, professionals, etc. 
• Customers' Readiness and Acceptance: perception, knowledge, etc. 
• Microcomputer and the Memet Penetration 
• Government Support 
• Security and Payment Framework 
• Legal Framework 
Li-depth analysis will then be performed in above aspects in fmding out the overall readiness 
and difficulties ofHong Kong in making use of e-commerce. With the above analysis results, 
the next objective ofthis paper is to recommend measures needed to be taken by businesses 




Opportunities and Threats/Deficiencies of Electronic Commerce 
Internet Growth Driving Electronic Commerce 
The Litemet is the most powerful force driving the emergence of electronic commerce. Since 
1988, the number of host computers connected to the Memet has doubled every year. The 
aggregation of large numbers of people through electronic means - with mutlimedia 
capabilities and user-friendly navigation software for multipoint-to-multipoint communication 
-has created an irresistibly attractive foundation for commerce. [12] 
The Litemet makes the low-cost electronic transactions possible. Because of the unlimited 
coverage of the Memet, including people from different countries, with different religious 
beliefs / cultures，etc., and its stumiing growth rate，it is a perfect medium for companies to 
conduct their businesses and enlarge their market shares. Also, the 24-hour-a-day and 7-day-
a-week nature of the Memet provides another benefit, which is impossible in the traditional 
distribution channels. 
Opportunities for Companies 
Electronic Commerce provides a big opportunity for companies to increase competitiveness 
by reducing costs and economy of scale, improving efficiency and communication, accessing 
dynamic information, enlarging distribution networks, etc. Using conventional distribution 
channels, distribution expenses are estimated to comprise between 50% and 80% of the cost 
of consumer products [12]. Selling directly at the Memet will definitely save significant 
portion ofthe distribution expenses. Also, the online transactions can improve efficiency by 
reducing the time required to complete a transaction. This can further increase the level of 
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overaU customer satisfaction. 
The Memet contains enormous amount of valuable and dynamic information. Companies 
can easily get access to all kinds of information by searching and navigating on the bitemet. 
The competitive advantage can be increased with the access to various types of information 
like new products, innovations, market changes and trends, industry and government 
information, etc. Furthermore, the online stores or web sites can be designed to capture the 
profiles of the consumers visiting the sites and/or purchasing the products. After analyzing 
the data, it can help companies to build new strategies. 
E-maiIing over the Memet is the low-cost and fastest way in communicating within the 
companies and with business partners and customers. Staff physically located at different 
offices can be kept in close contact by means of e-mail. Consumers can e-mail their 
feedback on the products and report problems at their convenient times. Unlike telephone 
communication, e-mailing has another advantage of letting people participate at different time 
and locations. 
In the above paragraphs, the benefits to the companies are illustrated. What are the benefits 
to the consumers on participating in online shopping? Electronic transactions via the Internet 
have no time and geographical constraints. Consumers can shop around the world without 
leaving their homes at their own convenient times and places. Times can be saved in the 
whole purchase process from placing order to receiving goods or services, too. Besides, 
consumers can access to all information available on the net like price and product features 
comparison. 
Although there are incentives for consumers to shop online, the growing of consumer-to-
business e-commerce relies on the readiness and acceptance of consumers towards the new 
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way of shopping. Before consumers are all ready to go online，companies are more motivated 
to establish business-to-business e-commerce to increase competitiveness. According to the 
research firm Memational Data Corp report in 1997, business-to-business e-commerce 
accounted for 36% of transactions while business-to-consumer transaction made up 28%. 
EDI over the Litemet is high potential form of business-to-business e-commerce that can 
greatly reduce the costs of business-to-business transactions such as purchase order, invoices, 
etc. Of course，it will involve some kinds of business agreement and standard in setting up 
business-to-business transactions. 
Electronic Commerce levels the play. On the Litemet, no matter what sizes of companies are, 
they have equal chance to setup virtual store at low costs. Even very small companies can 
compete with large companies. The concept of virtual companies with no physical shops and 
storehouse is evolving. With no inventory and significant labor costs, the transactions are 
handled at just minimal costs for these virtual companies. Fogdog Sports, a young business 
selling sports gears like shoes, hats and other accessories, is one of the few successful virtual 
stores on using the Memet solely as the selling channels. Fogdog was founded in 1994 by 
three young graduates of Stanford University and had its first online shop "SportSite" setup in 
1997. The web site has attracted over 1 million customers in 1997. Fogdog has no physical 
shops and storehouse. On receiving orders via the Memet, the products will be directly sent 
from manufacturers to the customers. [ 18] [ 19] 
Threats and Deficiencies of Electronic Commerce 
Although most analysts depict electronic commerce as the future business model, there are 
numerous threats and deficiencies of electronic commerce that may seriously hinder the 
development of electronic commerce. They are security problems, legal implications, 
changes in the working environment and communication relations and the lack of human 
contact. 
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Security concems can be roughly grouped into four areas: unauthorized access，breach of 
privacy or confidentiality, authenticity of the consumers and merchant and data integrity. The 
high^rofile vandalistic events of the web sites of like US Air Force (www.af.mil) in Dec 96， 
US Department of Justice (www.usdoj.gov) in Aug 1996 [14], etc., have received the most 
attention of the public. High publicity of these events has aroused the concem of public over 
the potential unauthorized accesses, which will lead to the loss of assets. This is one of the 
reasons that many companies are still "considering" the adoption of e-commerce. 
Secondly, when customers supply secret information like personal particulars, credit card 
numbers, passwords, etc. on the Memet, they are expecting the information to be kept secret 
between them and the receivers. However, while Memet messages are transmitting through a 
number of servers and network equipment before reaching the destination, there are chances 
that messages are being intercepted. 
Thirdly, in an online transaction, participators cannot easily identify each other just like the 
conventional interaction. Therefore, both merchants and customers are worrying about the 
authenticity of each other. There are frauds that criminals setting up online shops that appear 
to be legitimate businesses. At the other side，the merchants are worrying about whether the 
customers are the legitimate credit card holders. Fourthly, the data integrity of the 
information transmitted over the network is another concem, especially for the sensitive 
information like stock prices. 
The existing law and regulation seems to be problematic in governing the electronic 
transactions on the net in a number of areas such as legality of electronic transactions, 
recognition of electronic signatures, copyright, violation of data integrity, etc. The 
prosecution against theft and fraud on the business transactions on the net is difficult. 
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Besides, the global nature ofthe Memet makes the electronic transactions involving parties 
from different countries/regions in the world. The current taxation regulations would not be 
applicable. Without supportive legal framework, many companies and consumers choose to 
wait. 
To fully utilize the advantages of electronic commerce, the ways of the companies handling 
their businesses, the shopping habits ofthe customers and communication cultures have to be 
changed drastically. E^ommerce is pushing us towards the paperless working environment 
and changing the ways in which consumers and merchants are used to interact with each 
other. The resistance from employees and customers in accepting e-commerce has to be 
handled carefully. 
Although Memet is an interactive medium, it lacks human contacts and touches on the 
products, bi the traditional shopping culture, many shoppers may enjoy the human contacts 
with sales people and other consumers during the course of the shopping. Also, consumers 
have chances to touch and try on the products. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS OF SURVEYS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Consumers, Readiness and Acceptance of E-Commerce 
A survey is prepared to assess consumers' readiness, acceptance and current participation in 
e-commerce. It tries to fmd out the readiness of consumers in Hong Kong in terms of level of 
computer and the Memet knowledge, availability of personal computers, the Litemet 
connection, etc. Li additions, it tries to find out their acceptance and participation in Memet-
based commercial activities, such as, on-line selling and advertising. The survey comprises 
five major sections. They are: 
Part ® Personal Profile 
Question 1 to 6 are for the collection of the personal information of the 
respondent including age, sex, occupation, education level，etc. The purpose of 
this collection is for analyzing the results under different profiles. 
Part (JI) Knowledge on Computer, the Internet and Electronic Commerce 
Question 7 to 12 try to fmd out which level of knowledge on Computer, the 
Litemet and Electronic Commerce the respondent has. 
Part (III) Usage of Computer and the Internet 
Question 13 to 21 try to find out the current usage of computer and the Memet 
by the respondent，such as，usage frequency, nature of use, etc. 
Part Oy) Acceptance and Participation in Internet-based Commercial Activities 
Question 22 to 36 try to find out the attitudes of the respondent towards Litemet-
based commercial activities: the reasons of accepting or not accepting. Also, the 
current usage of on-line shopping and advertising is surveyed. 
Part (Y) Government Support 
Question 37 to 38 try to find out if the respondent believes Government has 
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provided sufficient supports in enhancing e-commerce from consumer 
perspective and what more can be done by the Government. 
500 survey questionnaires were distributed to people in Hong Kong through various channels: 
community services centers, churches, schools, etc. with the purpose of covering people of 
varies backgrounds and education levels from professionals to housewives, students, etc. 
Finally, a total of 116 usable responses were returned, yielding a usable response rate of 23%. 
The questionnaire sample and detail results are included in Appendix A and C respectively. 
The following paragraphs summarize the major findings. 
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Demographic Characters of the Respondents 
The average age of the respondents is 32 with standard derivation of 9. 61% of the 
respondents are male, which is 10.5% more than the percentage of male in the population of 
Hong Kong, according to data from Census Department of HKSAR. A total of 41% of 
respondents are having tertiary education level or more. The main occupational groups are 
"IT Professionals/ TechnicaV Engineer" 27%, "Sales" 14%, "WorkeryDriver/Blue Collar" 
12%, "Accountant/ Lawyer/ Other Professionals" 10%, "Clerical Officer/ Secretary/ Worker" 
7% and 30% others. 22% of the respondents have jobs directly related to IT. The average 
monthly income is about $36,000 with standard derivation of $25,000. 
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Fig 5.1 Occupational Groups of Respondents 
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Fig 5.2 Relationship of Job to YT of the Respondents 
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Knowledge on Computer, the Internet and Electronic Commerce 
About 50% of the respondents have at least average level of Computer and the Litemet 
knowledge. Only 12% and 18% of the respondents have no knowledge on computer and the 
Litemet respectively. As expected, the results indicate a strong relationship between 
computer and the Internet knowledge and age and occupation of the respondents. 51% and 
73% of the respondents of age 40 or greater have no knowledge on computer and the Memet 
respectively. 5% and 75% of the respondents under the occupation groups of 
"AccomitaniyLawyer/Other Professionals" and "WorkyDriver/Other Blue Collar" respectively 
have no knowledge on the Memet. 
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Fig 5.4 The Memet Knowledge 
And, almost aU respondents (93%) are aware of the existence of "the Memet". About 90% 
and 88% of respondents are aware of "purchasing on the net" and "advertising on the net" 
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respectively. This awareness shows no association to level of computer and the Litemet 
knowledge ofthe respondents. 
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Fig 5.5 Awareness of the Memet，Online Purchase and QnUne Advertising 
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Usage of Computer and the Internet 
About 48% of respondents have personal computers at home. 51% of respondents have the 
Memet connection via school，work or at home. And, about 32% of respondents have 
Mtemet-connected home computers. Over 46% of respondents with home computers use the 
computer for less than 1 hour on average in a week while over 41% of respondents with the 
Litemet connection use the Memet for less than 1 hour on average in a week. More than 
61% of respondents with the Litemet connection have the Memet experience for less than 1 
year. 
Most respondents are mainly making use of the Litemet for sending e-mail (81%), 
communication (48%), entertainment (36%) and collecting reference materials (23%) and 
reading news (21%). Also, the survey indicates that very few respondents (only 16%) have 
experiences in totemet-based commercial activities like purchasing, reading advertising, 
requesting services/support via the Litemet. Even fewer respondents (6%) have participated 
in online purchases before. 
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Fig 5.6 Usage of the Litemet (in percentage) 
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Acceptance and Participation in Internet-based Commercial Activities 
90% and 82% of the respondents accept the concept of advertising and purchasing over the 
Internet respectively. However, the Memet is being ranked as the least effective advertising 
medium by 84% of respondents. The most important reasons behind the acceptance of the 
concept of purchasing over the Memet are "Convenience - do it at any time and place" 
(48%), "Easy to compare price" (38%), "No Geographical Limitation" (36%), "No Time 
Limitation" (35%), and "Time Saving" (31%). The most important reasons of not acceptance 
of the concept of purchasing over the Litemet are found to be "Non-secure Payment Methods" 
(9%), ,*No touch on products" (8%), "Hard to Search and Use" (8%)，"No legal protection" 
(7%), "Non-reliable merchants" (6%) and "Non-reliable products/services information" (6%). 
Fig 5.7 Reasons in Acceptance Online Purchase (in percentage) 
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Although it shows high level of consumer acceptance towards advertising and purchasing 
over the Memet, only 6% of respondents have bought products or services via the Internet 
before. Among the respondents with the Litemet connection, only 11% of tiiem have 
experiences in purchasing via the Litemet, which is much lower than the corresponding rate 
of 25% in United States and Canada [11]. Most (70%) of the respondents with the Internet 
purchase experience are male of age between 20 and 40 years old with monthly income 
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over $30,000, 57% of the purchases were paid by way of cash-on-delivery or money orders. 
Only 42% ofthe purchases were made via credit card. 
There are 76% of respondents that do accept the concept of "purchasing over the Internet" 
but never purchase anything over the Internet. From the results, it indicates that security 
(49% of respondents) is the biggest concem. The respondents are worrying about security 
level of the payment methods and potential misuse of the personal data and credit card 
number supplied (49%). Besides, "Hard to use/search" (37%), "Lack of Touches on 
products" (39%) and "No confidence on the Memet merchants and quality of product and 
services being sold" (31%) are the other important reasons of not purchasing over the 
Litemet. 
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Fig 5.8 Reasons of not Purchasing over Internet even though accepting the Concept of Purchasing 
over bitemet (in percentage) 
The respondents prefer to purchase "PublicationyBooksMagazines “ (51%), 
"CDs/videos/cassettes" (39%), "Computer, Hardware and Software/Computer Accessories" 
(25%), "EducationA^raining" (21%). But, for some items like "Clothes/Shoes", "Jewelry"， 
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"Banking Services", the respondents shows low preferences on buying or shopping via the 
Mtemet. 
Government Support 
91% of respondents believe Hong Kong Government has not done enough in promoting and 
supporting the application of electronic commerce. To promote e-commerce in Hong Kong 
by the Government, 26% of respondents choose to place government services on the Memet, 
18% of respondents choose to establish regulations in Litemet-based electronic transaction 
and 15% of respondents choose to coordinate the establishment of security framework on the 
bitemet. 
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Fig 5.9 Pre-requisites and inhibitors of a customer towards adopting on-shopping and purchasing 
Summary and Implications 
Li the above figure, it summarizes the pre-requisites and commonly believed inhibitors for a 
consumer on his/her wayto adopt on-shopping and purchasing as one ofthe normal shopping 
channels. To start with, consumers must have certain level of computer and the Litemet 
knowledge in order to navigate among web sites. To enjoy the convenience on shopping on-
line, the availability of home computers and the Litemet connection is essential. Then, the 
perceptual acceptance of advertising and purchasing online is a must before proceeding to 
shop online. Before taking action to purchase over the Litemet, there are some other 
inhibitors like insecure payment methods, reliabilities of the Memet merchants, lack of 
touches on products, etc. After the first trial on online shop, whether the consumer gets habit 
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of it will depend on his/her purchasing experience. The questionnaire for consumers is 
designed in such a wayto analyze the above areas. 
According to the data collected, we can conclude that most people in Hong Kong have 
equipped with at least medium level of knowledge on computer and the Internet as more 
than 50% of respondents have computer and the Memet knowledge at medium level. Does it 
imply computer and the Litemet knowledge of general public is no longer a barrier to the 
Memet commerce? Generally speaking, it is true but with reservations. Looking more 
closely，we found that the computer and the Internet knowledge is closely related to other 
demographic data like age’ occupation and gender. Only 35% of respondents of age over 40 
have medium or above level of computer knowledge. The high level of knowledge for 
respondents under age of 40 is attributed to the fact that the high adoption rate of commercial 
computer systems in different industries to increase efficiency and improve customer 
services. This has made computer knowledge as a must for mostjobs. This also supports by 
the fact that 61% and 30% of the respondents get computer and the Memet knowledge 
respectively from their work. Thus, before implementing any company strategies on the 
Internet commerce, the demographic characters of the target customers have to be 
thoroughly studied. 
As suggested from the survey, the availability of home computers and the Internet 
connections seems to be quite satisfactory: 48% of respondents have home computers and 
51% of respondents have the Memet connection from work or school or at home. However, 
most respondents show relatively low usage, for the Mtemet Connection, as 41% of 
respondents with the Memet Connection spend less than one hour in a week on the Memet. 
Low usage usually causes by low satisfaction. This may reflect that the Litemet users 
dissatisfy with the Memet, for example, on the qualities of services provided by ISP like slow 
response and difficuk to connect or on the content of the Memet. Since satisfaction on 
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overall the Memet services is critical to the successful promotion of the Litemet commercial 
activities, it is worth for the Government, the Memet Services Providers or the potential 
Litemet merchants to further analyze and to find out the reasons behind. 
According to the survey, ihe most frequent usage of the Memet is communication (e.g. the 
Memet phone), e-mailing, collecting information, etc. Only less than 16% of respondents 
are using the Internet for commercial activities, say，browsing advertising, purchasing. 
This reflects the Litemet usage still remains academic. 
The survey data indicates high level of consumer acceptance on the concept of "advertising 
and purchasing on the net,’. First of all，this may be because of the high profile of the 
Litemet. And, they are attracted by its convenience and global nature since they can shop at 
any time and place from any shops around the world. Unfortunately, only very few of the 
respondents have taken actions to purchase over the Litemet. Contrary to public belief，it 
does not show higher participation rate in the Litemet commercial activities for people 
working in information technology industry. The major inhibitors of online purchase are 
summarized: 
• Security Concems on providing credit card no. and personal information (49%) 
• Hard to search, use and purchase (37%) 
• Reliabilities ofthe Litemet merchants and quality of products and services (35%) 
• No legal protection (35%) 
• Lack of touches on products (39%) 
• No confidence on quality of products and services selling on the Memet (31%) 
• Limited choices (12%) 
Just like any other places in the world, security is the biggest concem for most respondents. 
But, it reveals there are some differences in the concems for IT and non-rT people. And, 
more FT people express concems on security on supplying credit card number and personal 
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particulars over the Litemet than non-IT people. This may be because they understand more 
on the loopholes of the Memet transactions. Non-IT people express more concerns on the 
difficulties on searching and purchasing online, reliabilities on the Memet merchants and 
. / 
information on the Litemet, lack ofhuman contacts during the purchase processes. 
The most popular products that the respondents are willing to purchase over the Memet are 
CD/video, books/magazines and computer/computer related products. For some other 
products like clothes, jewelry，nobody seems willing to purchase over the Litemet because 
they would like to have a touch or closer look at the products before purchase. 
Respondents show reservations on using credit card to purchase over the Internet. They 
rather choose other safer payment methods like cash-on-delivery and money order. This 
aligns with their concerns on security of online transactions. But, these safer payment 
methods may not be applicable to all types of purchase over the bitemet or it may take much 
longer time to complete a transaction. Credit card is supposed to be the most efficient method 
in purchases on the net. A lot of works have to be done by the credit card companies, banks, 
the Memet merchants and Government in establishment a safe electronic transaction 
environment on the net. More than that, efforts have to be spent to convince ordinary people 
to trust the credit card payments over the net. 
Some respondents indicate in the additional comment area that, unlike overseas countries. 
Hong Kong is a very small city with stores’ banks, 24-hours convenient stores everywhere 
and close to residents. Lot of products like grocery products can be bought easily and 
conveniently. There seems to have no incentives to make them to change their current 
shopping culture. Therefore，the electronic commerce may not be developed as popular as 
overseas, at least for the grocery products or common products tfaat being sold at various 
convenient channels. 
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Companies* Readiness and Acceptance of Electronic Commerce 
Another survey is prepared to assess the local companies' readiness and acceptance towards 
Litemet-based e-commerce. It tries to find out the current usage of computers/computer 
systems and e-commerce by the local companies and their future plan on using e-commerce. 
Also, it aims to find out the inhibitors to the implementation of e-commerce and also the 
obstacles and difficulties being faced while applying e-commerce. 
The survey comprises five major sections. They are: 
Part ¢0 Company Profile 
Question 1 to 6 are for the collection of the company information of the 
responding company including size, revenue, business nature, etc. and the 
position level ofthe respondents. 
Part (II) Current Usage of Computer 
Question 7 to 10 try to find out the current usage of computers or application 
systems in the company by inquiring the number of terminals and the percentage 
of computerized businesses, etc. 
Part ¢0) Current Usage and Future Plan on Electronic Commerce 
Question 11 to 22 are inquiring the current and future plan of usage on e-mail， 
Mranet, EDI, online-advertising, online-shopping, etc., in the company. 
Part 0 ^ Obstacles in Applying Electronic Commerce 
Question 23 to 39 tryto find out the responding company's understanding on the 
e-commerce and other obstacles in applying e-commerce，like，computer 
knowledge of internal staff, customers and business counteq)arts, customer 
acceptance, high initial cost, etc. 
Part 0 0 Other Comments on Application of Electronic Commerce 
This section provides an area for the responding company to express any other 
experiences or concems on electronic commerce on the net which are not 
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covered in the above questions. 
300 survey questionnaires were distributed to local companies randomly selection from 
registered companies in Hong Kong by way of traditional mail and fax. Also, some 
questionnaires were distributed through Hong Kong Productivity Council. There are 72 
responses but 11 are rejected because of junior position of the respondents in the company. 
Finally, there are 61 usable responses, yielding a usable response rate of 20.3%. The 
questionnaire sample and detail results are included in Appendix B and D respectively. The 
following paragraphs summarize the major findings. 
Company Profile of the Responding Companies 
84% of the responding companies are small and medium companies with less than or equal to 
50 employees. 26% ofthe responding companies have offices outside Hong Kong. The main 
business groups were "ComputerAnformation Technology" 18%, "Consulting" 16%, 
"Manufacturing" 15%, "Trading" 11% and 40% others. The average tumover of the 
responding companies is $8,000,000 with standard deviation of$2,837,000. 
Current Usage of Computers 
85% of the responding companies are making use of computers and computer systems to 
conduct daily business operations. On average, 2 out of 11 staff have their own computer 
terminals. 21% of the responding companies have their own ComputerAnformation 
Technology sections to handle computer-related matters. 
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Current Usage and Future Plan on Electronic Commerce 
58% ofthe responding companies have Litemet e-mailing system. The application of EDI， 
business-to-business e-commerce, internal Litemet application is only 10%, 6% and 5% 
respectively. 26% of the responding companies are making use of the Litemet for research 
and information gathering. 39% and 13% of the responding companies have put advertising 
and services/support on the Memet respectively. Only 3 responding companies have put 
direct sales on the net. All these three companies are big companies with over 100 
employees. Li general, it shows close association between company size and the usage of 
Litemet commerce. Regarding the fiiture plan on e-commerce, 47% of the responding 
companies claim that they have plan to widen their uses of e<ommerce in the next 2 years. 
They want to e^ qDand the use of e-mailing system for communication (39%), putting 
advertising on the Litemet (27%), providing services and support for customers (23%). Only 
11% of them are considering in establishing direct sales via the Memet. 
Obstacles in applying Electronic Commerce 
For questions at this section, respondents have to choose among five levels of agreement with 
the statements related to the obstacles in applying electronic commerce. It reveals that 35% 
and 51% of the responding companies agree or strongly agree that they do not understand the 
capabiHties and advantages of electronic commerce and they do not believe the electronic 
commerce can increase company competitiveness respectively. Of these 35% and 51%, 89% 
and 78% belong to small to medium sized companies with employees less than or equal to 50. 
Only 14%, 13%, 25% and 9% of responding companies agree or strongly agree that 
employees' education level，English level，computeryTT knowledge and employees' resistance 
are the obstacles in applying e-commerce respectively. Li other words, most of them do not 
believe internal employees will hinder the development of e-commerce. 
As predicted, most responding companies perceive security and legal framework as the major 
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obstacles. 94% and 86% of responding companies agree or strongly agree that security and 
legal concerns are the obstacles in doing businesses electronically. Just like the previous 
survey for local consumers, most responding companies (86%) agree or strongly agree that 
inadequate government support is an obstacle. 80% believe high initial investment is another 
big problem and 51% believe that the low acceptance of e-commerce by the business 
counterpart is another obstacle. 
42% and 46% agree or strongly agree that the lack of computer knowledge of the target 
consumers and low consumer acceptance of e-commerce are the obstacles respectively. 
Considerable percent (40%) of responding companies think that lack of Litemet users is 
another barrier. The detail of the percentage of responding companies agreed or strongly 
agreed with the factors as the obstacles in implementing e-commerce is shown in the 
following figure 5.10. 
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Fig 5.10 Obstacles in Applying Electronic Commerce (in percentage) 
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Summary and Implications 
According to the survey, the usage of computers and computer applications in carrying out 
daily businesses is very common among local companies. And, this situation does apply to 
small companies, too, since 63% of small responding companies with less than 10 employees 
are making use of computers. This implies that the advantages of using computers and 
computer applications in improving efficiency and reducing costs are fully aware and realized 
by local companies. 
Li the contrary, the overall application of Internet commerce is unsatisfactory. The current 
main commercial usage of the Memet is still for internal and external communication (e-
mailing). And, although considerable percentages of the responding companies are making 
use of the Memet for advertising and information collection，the other commercial usage of 
the Litemet like，EDI, business-to-business e-commerce, internal operation, is low. The 
establishment of direct online sales is very rare among the responding companies. It 
demonstrates that only very big organizations already have or have plans to sell products or 
services online. This may be because of the high initial investment and low e-commerce 
awareness among small companies. However, most local businesses are of small to medium 
size. Ln order to build up comparative advantages to Hong Kong economy by implementing 
Litemet commerce, the participation of small and medium sized businesses is the key to 
success. 
Li line with common belief, the survey revealed that security and legal framework are the 
biggest obstacles. Companies do not trust the electronic payment method. Other than the 
technical concerns, there are perception problems，too. Quite some percentages of 
responding companies claim that they do not have complete understanding of the capabilities 
and deficiencies of e-commerce or they do not believe e-commerce can increase 
competitiveness. For small and medium sized companies, even they realize the benefits of e-
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commerce, there is another big obstacles: high initial investment cost. 
Literestingly, considerable numbers of responding companies believe that their customers are 
lack of computer knowledge andA)r have low level acceptance of e-commerce. It seems 
contradicting to the results of the previous survey for consumers，which indicate that the level 
of computer knowledge is quite satisfactory and acceptance of e-commerce is high. It is 
worthy for companies to conduct more in-depth study of the readiness and attitudes of their 
own target customers towards e-commerce. 
Only 9% of responding companies think staff resistance may be an obstacle to apply e-
commerce. Actually, to fully utilize e-commerce, the ways of doing business have to be 
changed drastically and employees have to be re-trained and it may take time to get used to. 
It seems that only very few companies have considered the potential staff resistance. This 
may be because of the misunderstanding of e~commerce or overlooking of the potential staff 




FINDINGS FROM THE FOCUS GROUP 
A group of 6 people from IT area with practical experiences in promoting and implementing 
Memet-based e-commerce was interviewed. First of all, this discussion can be served as 
another information sources to supplement the results of the surveys. Li additions, from their 
close relationships with e-commerce clients or potential clients, more insights into this issue 
can be gotten. They have inputs on the major obstacles in implementing Litemet commerce 
in Hong Kong and their recommendations. The major findings are summarized in the 
following paragraphs. 
Past Success 
Generally speaking, it is extremely difficult in promoting the concept of e-commerce to the 
owners of local small and medium sized enterprises like clothes, watches manufacturers. M 
spite of numerous successful stories in applying e-commerce in the States, most small and 
medium sized business owners have rather negative attitudes towards e-commerce. There are 
a number of reasons in developing such attitudes. But, the focus group has pointed out one 
reason, which needs our attention. They think Hong Kong people are too proud of their 
successes in the past few decades in producing high quality of goods and services without 
using any advanced technologies. 
Most successful small and medium sized business people believe their successes are coming 
from their flexibility，diligence and innovation. And，technologies play insignificant part in 
their past successes. However, because of their past successes, they become risk-ayerse and 
fail to recognize the changes in the environment and response to the dynamic world. Some of 
them even completely deny new technologies. They only believe their old ways of doing 
businesses. 
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Say，in the past decades, in dealing with rising costs, they keep on moving to low laboring 
cost regions like Thailand, Lidonesia, etc. They completely ignore the use of new 
technologies such as e-commerce in reducing costs. 
Lack of Strategy 
Even the companies did implement e-commerce, they have no clear strategies of how to 
maximize the use of Memet commerce in improving their competitiveness. Feeling the 
pressure of e-commerce from competitors and business counterparts, they rush to create a 
presence on the net without a detail plan. They have not fully utilized the e-commerce. Most 
ofthem just treat the Memet as another advertising media. 
High Initial Cost 
The high initial cost in setting up the networks and developing, implementing or purchasing 
e-commerce application is a big concem for most small-and-medium-sized businesses. Also, 
the implementation of e-commerce requires a new way of doing business internally and 
externally. The staff has to be re-trained up to adapt to the new environment. Also, 
additional IT professionals in supporting the new systems and networks are required. All 
these will involve huge amouM of capital. Under the current adverse economy condition, 
they are very conservative in investment unless they are very sure of the outcome. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Analysis and Recommendation 
With the data collected from the two surveys and discussion in the focus group, the major 
areas, which need to be or can be fiirther improved so as to make better use of e~commerce to 
increase the overall competitiveness ofHong Kong, are generalized. They are: 
• Security and Privacy Concerns and Lack of Trust 
• Companies' StrategiesA^isions on using Electronic Commerce 
• Lrterface for On-line Shop: Focusing on the Advantages of Electronic Commerce 
• IT Professionals 
• IT Culture 
• High Liitial Livestment Cost 
The rest of this chapter will analyze the above areas one by one in greater detail and give 
recommendations where appropriate. 
Security and Privacy Concerns and Lack of Trust 
As revealed in the survey, security is the biggest inhibitor to the development of Memet-
based e-commerce from both company and consumer perspectives. The security concem 
mainly comes from two areas: (1) the authenticity of the customers and companies，(2) the 
misuse of the personal，credit card number or other secret information supplied (data 
privacy). Companies are worrying about the unauthorized access to the internal systems 
while consumers are worrying about the personal and credit card information being stolen and 
the authenticity ofthe Lrtemet merchants. 
Nowadays, there are two major secure electronic payment protocols: Secure Socket Layer 
(SSL) and Secure Electronic Transaction (SET). However, SSL provides no way to 
authenticate the buyer as being the authorized holder of the credit card. SET is the securer 
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one in authenticating consumer's bankcard information on Intemet transaction [13]. This 
electronic payment transaction protocol has proven its maturity from numerous successfiil 
pilot trials conducting by credit card companies, banks, big organizations, etc. around the 
world. And, SET has been selected by VISA, MasterCard and other major credit card 
companies as the new global standard for ensuring security and confidentiality when linking 
credit card holders, merchants, and fmancial institutions conducting business over the Litemet 
[5]. Besides, several other digital payment approaches are being piloted. Therefore, current 
technologies are ready to support secure Litemet payment transactions. However, people are 
still blaming on immature security technology that kills the concept of e-commerce. This is 
because of the misconception and lack of trust on Memet commerce by companies and 
customers. Works have to be done to overcome these, otherwise, they will not never utilize e-
commerce. Li other words, technology itself is not the heart of problem. The real problems 
are other issues like how to apply it, to support it，to promote it, and more important how to 
make people accept and trust it. 
To apply the secure electronic transactions, the availability of public key infrastructure is a 
must. Till now. Hong Kong does not have a local public key infrastructure to support the 
application of secure transaction. To encourage the early establishment of a local public key 
infrastructure. Government has made a good move to take the lead in providing Certificate 
Authorization (CA) services bythe end of this year [6]. Also, the private sectors will be free 
to apply for recognition from Government in setting up CAs. But, instead of waiting for the 
application of CA from private sectors. Government should be more pro-active in meeting 
stakeholders of potential organizations like banks. Credit Card Companies and Litemet 
Service Providers (ISP) to sell the ideas and encourage the implementation of CA by 
providing some tax and investment incentives. 
With the public key infrastructure, the next step is to promote and educate the companies and 
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consumers on how to make use of the electronic authentication processes. Government can 
work together with private CAs，ISPs, etc. to penetrate the ideas by conducting TV 
programmes, forum, etc. Pilot programme will be an effective way. 
Next, to re-gain the confidence of both companies and consumers on Memet-based e-
commerce, Government should provide a clear legal framework to ensure the establishment 
of a secure and trustworthy environment for conducting Litemet-based e-commerce. Firstly, 
regulation should be changed to recognize the electronic transaction and should support the 
operation of CA and recognize only the digital signatures in the digital certificates issued by 
recognized CAs. Secondly, confinement on usage of information acquired on the Memet 
should also be addressed in the legal framework so as to protect the interests of the 
consumers. 
With security concerns from both merchant and consumer sides, should companies create a 
presence on the net at this moment? The answer is definitely YES. Right now, because of 
low acceptance of online purchases by getieral public, transactions directly dealing with credit 
card payment or other kind of payments may be avoided. Still, there are numerous ways to 
stay in touch with customers on the net, like putting business information, requesting for free 
samples, reservation of tables, booking movie tickets, gathering customer feedback, 
displaying extracts of books or films, etc. No matter which businesses, there should have 
some non-payment related business-to-customer communication be suitable to put on the 
net. Also, try to make the web sites valuable by providing some worthy materials to the 
Litemet population, e.g. providing free statistics, price comparison, quotation, time-sensitive 
materials to the customers. This can make customers remember the companies and re-visit 
the sites again. Goodwill will also build up. After some time，customers will get familiar 
with communicating with merchants on the net. And, more important, trust will gradually be 
built up between companies and customers as customers know more about the companies. 
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Eventually, customers will be willing to purchase from the online shops. 
The mature security technologies, public key infrastructure and clear legal framework are not 
enough to make companies and consumers to accept and utilize it. More have to be done to 
correct the misconception and remove the insecure feeling of e-commerce so as to regain trust 
on electronic transaction [16]. High-profile publicity ofall the above new developments is 
very important to make general public to be aware that the electronic transactions are as 
secure as traditional transactions. This can be organized by Government or big organizations. 
Only ifthey feel protected and supported, they will be willing to try. 
Companies* StrategiesA^isions on using Electronic Commerce 
The survey revealed that most small and medium sized enterprises have rather limited 
knowledge on what and how the Internet commerce can be done to increase companies' 
competitiveness and the deficiencies of the Internet commerce. Most of them just treat the 
Memet as another advertising media like TV, radio, papers，etc. Solely as an advertising 
media, the toemet could never replace or be as effective as TV, papers due to its limitation. 
In fact, the Memet is more than advertising medium. It can help the businesses in numerous 
ways like internal and extemal communication, marketing, reaching new markets, business-
to-business operations, research，information retrieval and collection, virtual storefront, etc. 
Without thorough understanding, even they go on-line, they do not have a concrete direction 
and plan. Companies can take all the advantages of the Memet commerce only if they 
completely recognize its capabilities and limitations [15]. Li this area, lots can be done by the 
Government to educate business people more on the benefits and techniques on applying e-
commerce. To raise awareness and enhance the interest of local business people, TV 
programmes should be arranged to broadcast direct and simple messages on potential benefits 
of e-commerce to businesses. The messages should alert the local business people that e-
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commerce is a must for the survival in the next century. To convey further in-depth message 
on e-commerce, government organizations, like Hong Kong Productivity Council and 
Liformation Technology and Broadcasting Board, should tailor-made more non-technical 
exhibitions for small to medium size enterprises focusing on practical benefits in applying e-
commerce. Listead of just holding the large-scale exhibition annually, few more small-scale 
exhibitions should be held at different districts physically closed to small to medium size 
enterprises. For each exhibition, the theme should be adjusted to meet the needs of target 
companies. 
To be successful in making use of e-commerce on the net, after understanding what and how 
the Litemet commerce can be done to increase the competitiveness, companies should spend 
considerable amount of time to deeply analyze in different aspects, such as, the readiness of 
their target customers, the readiness of their business counterparts, the nature products or 
services natures, etc. Choose the directions and opportunities that in-line wUh the 
companies, objectives and visions. Finally, build a long-term strategy and design concrete 
business plan and establish schedules in applying e-commerce. 
For instance, clothes are unlikely to be accepted by ordinary people as one of the on-line 
purchasing products in the near future. Therefore, the short and medium term strategies of 
clothes retailers should focus on providing companies information, fashion 
materials/magazines, stock availability and customer services via the Memet. Or even, on-
line fashion show can be very impressive to their customers. 
Therefore, with different business natures，industry environment and target customers, the 
desirable ways to apply the Memet Commerce may be varied greatly. To establish a right 
strategy, thorough understanding of the capabilities and deficiencies of the Litemet 
Commerce and in-depth study of the business environment and attitudes of target segments 
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are the pre-requisites. 
Interface for on-line shop: Focusing on the advantages of Electronic Commerce 
There is general impression that the on-line shops are designed for IT professionals only. As 
shown in the survey, most non-IT professionals found it difficult to search and use the 
interface of on-line shops. They are complaining on the unnecessary complexities of even a 
very simple transaction like booking movie tickets. They have to go through many，many 
screens and key in repeated information. The purchase options and procedures are too rigid. 
Any mistakes making during the transactions will kick the purchasers back to the begmning. 
The primary objective of most Litemet merchants in establishing Litemet shopping is to 
enlarge the market. However, they should focus on customer instead of increasing market 
share. Otherwise, huge efforts that have already been spent to acquire new customers will be 
wasted. Nowadays, the online shoppers have a low tolerance on the non-precise instructions, 
non-user friendly, complicated procedures and low flexibility. Carrying on the existing 
ways, the online shops will only lose customers, which they have tried very hard to attract. 
Once, the online shoppers have any unsatisfactory or negative feelings about online shopping 
and they will switch back to other traditional modes of shopping, especially for Hong Kong 
with shops everywhere. Much more efforts have to be spent to attract them back to go online 
again. 
We understand from the survey that convenience and time saving are the top reasons for 
people to shop online. The design of the online shop should focus on the advantages of 
Internet-based e-commerce. Therefore, simple, precise and flexible are the keywords in 
designing the on-line shops. The wordings and instructions should be precise and easily 
understood by general public. Cut the number of screens and make the procedures simple and 
smooth. Flexibility should be added to allow different combinations of purchases, say, T-
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shirt of different colors, pattem and sizes. Li additions, make better use of the Memet by 
putting more pictures, sound and films to the stores，which is not possible among other media 
like newspaper, brochures, etc. After all, collecting feedback from customers is the most 
effective way to continuously improve the design and meet customer expectations. As a 
conclusion, be consumer-orientated. 
IT Professionals 
According to the surveys and focus group interview, the provision of IT professionals is one 
of the major concems in implementing e-commerce. Even under the severe downturn 
economy，the unemployment rate at IT fields is close to zero. On implementing the 
Government's pledge to make Hong Kong as one of the leading IT cities in the world, the 
shortage of IT professionals will be worsen. This shortage will seriously strangle the 
development and application of electronic commerce. To secure the provision of sufficient IT 
professionals in medium-to-long term. Government should establish a new strategic in 
expanding IT education at universities. Additional resources should be allocated to 
Universities in training up IT professionals and to IT research projects. Also, Government 
should seek opportunities to collaborate with the major ITfirms like IBM, HP, Microsoft in 
providing education for IT professionals. 
Nevertheless，increasing number of IT graduates is not sufficient. Only quality-focusing IT 
education will produce smart and useful IT graduates. This can be achieved by hiring highly 
qualified professors and establishing more IT research projects. Besides, a general comments 
from the IT community is that local IT professionals are not innovative enough. All of them 
are good followers and can pick up new technologies instantly. But, it is not enough to make 
Hong Kong as a leader in IT. To improve innovations, the education approach starting from 
the early age should be changed to adopt a more open environment that encourages 
discussions and new ideas. Also, communication is the major driver in boosting innovations. 
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Therefore, Universities should provide more chances for the students to interchange ideas 
with top ITprofessionals around the world by conducting more international forums. 
Since educating new IT professionals will take up several years, immediate supply is not 
possible. At the mean time, IT specialists from mainland and overseas may partially help 
relieving the shortage of IT professionals. Changing regulations to ease restrictions on 
recruitment of top ITspecialists from the mainland will be another alternative. 
IT Culture 
From the data collected, we can conclude that computer and the Intemet knowledge of 
general public is quite satisfactory since around 70% of respondents have at least average 
level ofcomputer and the Memet knowledge. This is one of the strengths of Hong Kong in 
developing e-commerce. However, this strength may be diminished due to the recent and 
future huge influx ofmainland immigrants with, on average, lower education levels. 
Nevertheless, the current situation is still far from IT fluency, which is the pre-requisite to 
make ubiquitous Litemet commerce. Right now, an interesting phenomenon is that 
companies think there are not enough e-commerce customers therefore they do not invest 
while customers do not buy via the Internet because they think there are not enough 
choices on the Internet. It creates a deadlock that companies are waiting for wider spread of 
e-commerce customers while the consumers are waiting for more Memet merchants. This 
problem has to be solved from both ends: supporting and encouraging the 
businesses/organizations to implement e-commerce, and making general public ready for, 
accept and eventually participate in e-commerce. 
To achieve IT fluency, improving computer education is the long-term solution. Computer 
education should be included as mandatory subject in primary and secondary schools without 
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any delay. Non-computer subjects should make use of computer as far as possible as a 
teaching media. To have a better support o f the computer education. Government should 
allocate sufficient computer equipment and facilities and hire experienced computer 
education professionals from overseas to design the course contents and conduct the classes. 
T^e computer and Memet knowledge of current non-computer teachers have to be upgraded 
so as to make better use ofnew technologies in delivering classes. Its successfohiess relies on 
effective and efficient coordination o f the above tasks. The newly established Mormation 
Technology and Broadcasting Board aTBB) and Education Department should work closely 
togetherto ensure successful implementation ofthe above tasks. 
With sufficient computer knowledge，the next step is tofoster information technology as 
part of daily life. Government's new initiative of introducing on-line delivery of public 
services (Electronic Service Delivery Scheme) can help stimulating general public to get 
familiar with e-commerce. This can be forther done by encouraging the utilities companies to 
put the payment，billing information and customer services on the net. Providing tax and 
investment incentives to companies will be another alternative to speed up the application of 
e-commerce and to provide more chance for general public to try on e-commerce. Also, 
customers can also be encouraged to try online shops by providing tax cuts to them for the 
purchase ofsome common products, say cigarettes. 
Home computer is definitely a catalyst of e-commerce. According to the survery, 
considerable numbers of local families already have home computers. This is another 
strength area of Hong Kong in promoting e-commerce. However, there are ^iU many 
families cannot afford home computers. Government should consider providing subsidiary 
to students with financial difficulties to purchase home computers. Also, installing of 
easily accessed terminals at the public places like public libraries and pay phone kiosk，etc. 
This will make computer everywhere and as part of our daily lives just like telephones and 
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televisions. Regarding the network. Government should adopt an open network policy to 
increase the competitiveness among different network providers so as to let more people 
enjoy the low-cost and high-quality services. As a result, the bitemet accessibility at home is 
greatly increased. 
High Initial Investment Cost and Business-to-Business E-Commerce 
According to the survey, high initial investment cost is another obstacle in implementing e-
commerce, especially for most small and medium sized businesses. However，Hong Kong 
are dominated by small and medium businesses. Li this area，Hong Kong Productivity 
Council ^iKPC), which was established aiming to promote productivity excellence 
throughout Hong Kong business sectors [10], can help by setting up specialize unit with 
complete and comprehensive strategies to promote and enhance e-commerce. To make use of 
e-commerce, companies have to get connected to the Litemet and then develop Memet-based 
applications for the online stores，supply chain management, delivery, marketing, etc. Lots of 
these Memet-based applications are actually similar. It is inefficient or spends duplicate 
resources in developing Litemet-based applications individually. HKPC can do its part by 
developing some common online applications, such as，online stores，EDI，supply chain 
management, etc., and selling to the interested companies with customization. Overall 
resources can be saved in aggregation of efforts and resources in developing Memet 
Commerce. Furthermore, HKPC should offer the applications/packages at low cost with 
subsidiary or free-of-charge in the trial period to the small and medium businesses. 
Overcoming the problem ofhigh initial cost, more small and medium businesses can taste the 
benefits of e-commerce like productivity savings, faster product or service delivery, efficient 
supply-chain management, new business-to-customer relationships, etc., in a earlier time and 
induce more and more businesses to try. 
Furthermore, HKPC should coordinate and facilitate partnerships among varies business 
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partaers and IT firms in applying e-commerce. Business-to-business e-commerce can 
improve the businesses, especially manufacturers and traders，in achieving just-in-time 
inventory system, shorter cycle or delivery time, etc. However, this requires good 
coordination and planning among different companies. Because of high initial investment, 
lack oftrasts between business partners and lack of coordinator, the implementation at this 
area is low. HKPC can take the lead to promote, coordinate and organize the implementation 
ofintegrated e-commerce solutions involving more than one companies. 
Since e-commerce is still new, the new adopters have to try, adjust and re-try before they can 
finally realize the advantages of i t in increasing competitiveness. This is another reason that 
leads to high initial investment cost, hi order to shorten the trial and adjustment period and 
thus saving resources, previous experiences on e-commerce, both successful and failed 
examples, can definitely help them in defining a right approach, hi this information age, 
information is the most powerful and expensive matter. Government and HKPC can help to 
collect and consolidate the experiences in adopting e-commerce of different industries 
including both local and oversea companies. M order to make better use of the information, 
values can be added to the information by analyzing from both professional and local small 
business perspectives. A comprehensive e-commerce information center should then be 
constructed and made available to all companies in Hong Kong. 
Training investment plays an important part in the huge initial investment cost. Li the new e_ 
commerce era，staffhas to change their working and communication culture in doing day-to-
day businesses and contacting customers over the Memet. Providing adequate training is 
essential to ensure smooth and fast transition to the new business era. HKPC is strong in 
providing training in different industrial areas. If HKPC can provide low-cost and high 
quality e-commerce training to businesses, the training investment for individual companies 
can be reduced greatly. 
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Alternatively, Government can provide direct financial assistance to small local businesses. 
Compared to providing technical assistance and packages by HKPC, small businesses will 
have more freedoms in implementing e-commerce with financial assistance. Also, in some 
unique businesses, implementation supports from HKPC may not be possible, bi fact， 
Government has established Special Finance Scheme for small and medium enterprises since 
they always have difficulties in obtaining adequate fmance from lending institutions. To 
promote e-commerce, this scheme can be adjusted to give priorities to applications for the 
implementation ofe-commerce. Furthermore, this scheme can provide more incentives for 
applying e-commerce by offering bigger loan, longer guarantee period, etc. However, we 
understand that there are some shortcomings on this scheme. Firstly, the application 
procedure is complicated and time consuming. Secondly, although Government is committed 
to provide guarantee, the lending institutions assess and endorse the applicationjust like other 
normal loan application. It goes back to the original problems of difficult to get loan from 
lending institutions. As a result, the loans successful endorsed through this scheme are very 
few. The scheme should be improved to simplify the application procedure. More important, 




As illustrated in the last chapter，Hong Kong has been ready for implementing e-commerce at 
some ofthe aspects, like, fairly high computer and Memet knowledge of general public，high 
availability ofhome computers, widely use ofcomputer and computer systems in companies, 
fully digitized network, etc. At the same time, we are facing numerous huge obstacles. 
Furthermore, the current development of e-commerce in Hong Kong has been lagged behind 
our major rival countries like Singapore, Taiwan. Much more efforts have to be done to catch 
up and exceed. 
From the analysis，we can conclude that Government is crucial in enhancing the development 
of e-commerce. The works in setting up clear legal and policy frameworks to facilitate 
electronic transactions, educating IT professionals, fostering IT culture, providing financial 
assistance to small and medium sized companies to develop e-commerce，etc., are all essential 
to facilitate and enhance the development of e-commerce. However, the author want to 
emphasize that the root of most obstacles is misperception over e-commerce，which in terms 
leads to distrust on electronic transaction. Works done before correcting the misconception 
and re-building the trust would be inefficiency or even wasted. People will not utilize the e_ 
commerce before overcoming the distrust. Thus, there is an urgent need of the Government 
and big organizations to develop strategies in correcting the misconception and enhancing 
confidence. Conducting pilot e-commerce programs for businesses and customers to 
participate will be the effective ways to convey the trustworthiness of e-commerce through 
practicing since the positive experiences of the participants will be spread to their 
counterparts. However, in promoting electronic commerce. Government should confined her 
role to support and facilitate the development of electronic commerce whilst private sectors 
should lead. 
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This paper is focusing on studying of acceptance and readiness of local companies and 
consumers towards e-commerce in order to find out the overall readiness, acceptance and 
difficulties ofHong Kong in adopting e-commerce. Li fact, the development of e-commerce 
in Hong Kong is highly influenced by other countries or regions，especially the neighbor 
countries，regions or major international business partners since an electronic transaction may 
involve parties at different countries or regions in the world. Our e-commerce development 
is，in fact, affecting by other countries' or regions' adoption of e-commerce and their 
corresponding legal frameworks [17]，especially Mainland China. This area is worthy to be 
further studied in order to have a complete assessment of the difficulties and challenges of 
Hong Kong. But, due to time and resource constraints, this area is not addressed in this paper. 
Although no one can give an accurate predication of how many annual sales will be 
conducted through online shops in the next century, electronic commerce will definitely be 
the future business model. No matter you deny or admit the importance of e-commerce, 
eventually, all companies will have to adopt e-commerce as part of their normal operations. 
Otherwise, they will not be able to survive in the highly competitive global market. 
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APPENDIX D ^ ____ 
Survey on consumer acceptance of electronic commerce on the 
Internet 
I am a MBA student of Chinese University ofHong Kong working on a project in analyzing the 
readiness and challenge ofHong Kong in applying electronic commerce on the net. This survey 
is designed in collecting your attitudes, as a customer, towards purchasing over the Memet, 
advertising on the Mtemet, electronic banking and others. 
The data collection is for academic purpose only and will be destroyed as soon as result is 
consolidated. Your kind assistance will be highly appreciated. = _ _ 
Part I: Personal Information 
1. Gender 
• Female • Male 
2. Age group 
• between 16 and 20 • between 21 and 30 • between 31 and 40 
• between 41 and 50 • Over 50 • Not to disclose 
3. Occupation? 
• Accountant • Civil Servant • Clerical Officer 
• Discipline OfFicer • Engineer • Housewife 
• IT professional • Lawyer • Lecturer/Teacher 
• Managery^xecutive • Professionals • Retired 
• Sales • Secretary • Self-employed 
• Student • Technician • Unemployed 
• Worker • Others, please specify 
4. Is your work directly related to computer/information technologies (e.g. 
programmers, IT managers, computer technician, etc.)? 
• Yes • No 
5. Education Level 
• Primary • Secondary • Tertiary 
• Other, please specify 
6. Monthly Income (in HK$) 
• 10,000 orbelow • 10,001 - 30,000 
• 30,001 - 50,000 • 50,001 - 70,000 
• 70,001 - 100,000 • 100,001 or above 
• Not to disclose 
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Part n： Knowledge on Computer, the Internet and Electronic Commerce 
7. Your level of computer knowledge? 
• Expert • Proficient • Average 
• Little • Not at all 
8. Your computer knowledge is gotten from/by 
• School • Work • Friend 
• Yourself 
9. Have you ever heard the term "The Internet"? Ifno, please go to question 12, 
• Yes • No 
10. Your level of the Internet knowledge? Ifhave no knowledge on the Internet, 
please go to question 12. 
• Expert • Proficient • Average 
• Little • Not at all 
11. Your knowledge on using the Internet is gotten from/by 
• School • Work • Friend 
• Yourself 
12. Do you know the followings? 
(i) The meaning ofthe term "Electronic Commerce". • Yes • No 
(ii) You can purchase over the Internet. • Yes • No 
(iii) Some companies have placed advertising on the Intemet. • Yes • No 
(iv) Some banking services can be done over the Internet. • Yes • No 
(v) You can collect product/services information over the • Yes • No 
Internet. 
Part n i : Usage of Computer and the Internet 
13. Do you have any personal computer at home? If yes, how many personal 
computers do you have at home? Ifno, please go to question 15, 
• Yes (how many—) 口 No 
14. On average, how many hours do you spend on your personal computer at home in 
a week? 
• Less than 1 hour • 1 to 5 hours • 6 - 10 hours 
• 11 - 15 hours • Greater than 16 hours 
15. Do you have the Intemet connection? Ifno，please go to question 1Z 
• Yes • No 
16. Currently, you access to the Intemet via . You may choose more than 
one. Please go to question 18. 
• Work • School • Personal Line at home 
3 
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17. Please rank the three most importance reasons of not applying for personal 
Internet Connection. (1- the most important reason, 3 - the least important 
reason.) Please go to question 22, 
_ Difficult to connect 
_ Insufficient computer knowledge 
_ Language barrier: too much information in English 
_ No need 
_ No personal computer 
_ Slow response 
_ Too expensive 
_ Too much indecent information on the Intemet 
—Waste too time in browsing on the Memet 
_ Waiting for better and cheaper services 
—Other, please specify 
18. How many years ofIntemet experiences do you have? 
• less than 6 months 
• greater than or equal to 6 months but less than 1 year 
• greater than or equal to 1 year but less than < 2 years 
• greater than or equal to 2 years 
19. On average, how many hours do you spend on the Intemet in a weekl 
• Less than 1 hour • 1 to 5 hours • 6 - 10 hours 
• 11 - 15 hours • greater than 16 hours 
20. What do you use the Intemet for? You may choose more than one. 
• Research 
• Product Information 
• Government Information 
• Leisure 
21. Please rank vour flve most frequent usage of the Intemet? (1 _ the most frequent, 
5 - the least frequent.) 
_ Collecting government information>^documents 
—Collecting reference materials 
_ Collecting product/service information 
—Communication (e.g. newsgroup) 
—Entertainment 
_ Purchasingy^Ordering products/services 
—Reading advertising 
_ Reading recruitment advertising 
_ Reading news 
_ Sending e-mail 
—Work/Business 
_ Other, please specify 
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Part TV: Acceptance and Participation in Internet-based Commercial Activities 
22. Do you accept or will you accept "advertising on the Internet"? Ifno, please go 
to question 24. 
• Yes • No 
23. Please rank the three most important reasons in your acceptance of advertising on 
the Internet. (1- the most important reason, 3 - the least important reason.) 
Please go to question 25, 
_ Able to make immediate inquire or purchase 
_ Attractive - with motion and sound 
_ Convenient 
—Easier to compare prices and features 
_ More information 
—Up-to-date information 
_ Other, please specify 
24. Please rank the three most important reasons of not acceptance in advertising on 
the Internet, ( l - the most important reason, 3 - the least important reason.) 
_ Hard to search 
—Most information in English 
_ Insufficient computer knowledge 
—Insufficient Internet knowledge 
—Too much information - hard to make decision 
—Other, please specify 
25. Please order the advertising media below by their effectiveness. (1 being the 
best, 6 being the worst.) 
—Brochure 
_ The Internet 
—NewspapersMagazines 
_ Poster at Streets 
一 Radio 
: T V 
_ Other, please specify 
26. Do you accept or will you accept "purchasing through the Internet"? If no， 
please go to question 28. 
• Yes • No 
5 
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27. Please rank the three most important reasons in your acceptance ofpurchasing 
through the toernet. ( l - the most important reason, 3 - the least important 
reason.) Please go to question 29. 
一 Better customer services - inquire and report problems at any time and 
response faster 
—Convenience - do it any time and place 
—Easy to compare price and product features 
_ Fast in ordering and delivery 
—Lot of choices 
—More time to freely choose without interruption 
一 No geographical limitation 
: N o pressure from the sales personnel while choosing and comparing 
_ No time limitation 
_ Time saving 
一 Other，please specify 
28. Please rank the three most important reasons of not acceptance in purchasing 
through the Intemet. (1- the most important reason, 3 - the least important reason) 
Please go to question 38. 
_ Hard to search for the target products/services 
Illegal use ofpersonal particulars provided 
—Insufficient computer knowledge 
—Insufficient Intemet knowledge 
—Most information in English 
_ No touch on the products 
_ No human interaction 
—No legal protection 
_ Non-reliable merchants 
—Non-reliable products/services information 
—Non-secure payment method 
—Other, please specify 
29. Have you ever purchased any products or services over the Intemet? If no， 
please go to question 33. 
• Yes • No 
30. On average, how many times do you purchase over the Intemet in a monthl 
• 1 to 3 times • 4 to 6 times • 7 to 9 times 
• 10+ times 
31. Currently, how many percentages of your personally purchases are through the 
Internet? 
• less than 1% • 1% - 5% • 6% -10% 
• 10 + % 
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32. What type(s) of payment method have you been used in purchasing via the 
Internet? You may choose more than one. 
• Cash-on-delivery 
• Credit Card 
• Electronic Cheque 
• Pre-arranged acc0untyl3illing 
• Money Order 
• Other, please specify 
33. Please order your preferences on the following payment methods for purchase 
over the Internet. (1 - the most preferable, 5 - the least preferable.) 
_ Cash-on-delivery 
_ Credit Card 
_ Electronic Cheque 
_ Pre-arranged account^illing 
_ Money Order 
—Other, please specify 
34. What kind of products or services will/do you prefer to purchase over the 
Internet? (1 - the most preferable) 
—Air Tickets — Banking services 
—Clothes/Shoes _ Computer or computer 
accessories 
_ Education/Training — Grocery products 
_ Hotel Reservation — Jewelry 
_ Music related products or services _ Professional Services 
_ Publication^ooks/magazines — CDsA^ideos/Cassettes 
—Telecommunication — Other, please specify 
35. If you accept "purchasing on the Internet" but never purchase anything over the 
Internet, please rate the three most important reasons. (1_ the most important 
reason, 3 - the least important reason) 
_ Concerns on the payment method 
_ Concerns on the reliabilities ofIntemet merchants 
—Concems on the reliabilities on information on the Internet 
一 Hard to search for the target products 
_ Limited choices 
—No confidence on the quality of goods and services selling on the Internet 
—No human contact 
_ No legal protection on on-line shopping 
_ No suitable products/services 
—No touch on the products 
—Security concerns: protection of sensitive information (e.g. personal data, 
credit card no.) 
_ Other, please specify 
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36. Will you consider using the Internet more frequent in purchasing if higher 
security transaction can be ensured in the future? 
• Yes • No 
Part V: Government Support 
37. Do you agree with the following statements? 
(i) Government should take actions in enhancing the • Yes • No • No 
application of electronic commerce (i.e. doing Comment 
business on the net like shopping on the Internet) 
in Hong Kong. 
(ii) Government has done enough in promoting the • Yes • No • No 
use of electronic commerce in Hong Kong. ommen 
38. What should government do in order to promote the electronic commerce? You 
may choose more than one. 
• Conduct programmes to increase the public awareness of electronic 
commerce 
• Put government services on the net to give example to private sectors 
• Provide technical or capital assistance in applying electronic commerce 
• Foster computer literacy - encourage computer education 
• Establish regulations in transactions on the net 
• Coordinate the establishment of security framework on the net 
• Protect consumers' rights on purchase via the internet 
• Should not do anything 
• Other, please specify 
Thank you very much for your help! If you would like to receive a 






Survey on electronic commerce of local companies 
III am a MBA student of Chinese University of Hong Kong currently working on a project in 
analyzing the readiness and challenge of Hong Kong in applying Memet electronic 
commerce. This survey aims to collect the readiness and acceptance ofyour company 
in doing business on the Internet including online shop, research on the Intemet, EDI, 
etc. 
The data collection is for academic purpose only and will be destroyed as soon as result is 
I consolidated. Your kind assistance will be highly appreciated. II 
Part I: General Company Information 
1. Approximately, how many employees does your company have? 
• < 10 • 10 - 50 • 50 - 100 • >100 
2. What is the main Business of your company 
• Bank • Computer/IT • Construction • Consulting 
• Education • Financial • Government • Technology 
• Hospital • Law • Manufacturing • Medical 
• Publishing • Real Estate • Restaurant • Tourism 
• Trading • Others, please specify 
3. Does your company have overseas offices (office outside Hong Kong, including 
those in Mainland China)? 
• Yes • No 
4. Does your company conduct international businesses (i.e. doing overseas 
business)? 
• Yes • No 
5. The last-year turnover of your company is approximately (in HK Dollars) . 
6. Your position level in your company 
• Senior • Middle • Junior 
2 
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Part n： Current Usage of Computer 
7. Is your company currently making use of computer(s) (e.g. personal computer, 
mainframe, midrange computer) in doing businesses? 
• Yes • No 
8. Approximately, how many computer terminals (both personal computers and 
emulation terminals) does your company have? 
• <10 • l l t o 5 0 • 51tolOO • >100 
9. How many percentages of your company's main businesses have been 
computerized? 
• < 5% • > 5% & < 10% • > 10% & < 20% • > 20% 
10. Does your company have a Computer Section/Department to handle computer-
related matters? If yes, please specify how many IT professionals in the 
Computer Section. 
• Yes (how many IT Professionals? ) 
• No 
Part m : Current Usage and Future Plan on Electronic Commerce 
11. Usage of e-mailing system in your company? 
• Yes (with Internet connection) (If yes, for how long ) 
• Yes (within company only) 
• No 
12. How many percentages of your company's employees have e-mailing (the 
Internet) account? 
• < 10% • > 10% & < 50% • > 50% & < 80% • > 80% 
13. Is your company currently making use of EDI (TradeLink)? If yes, please 
specify, how many years has your company been using EDI? 
• Yes (using f o r一 y e a r s ) • No • N/A 
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14. Does your company conduct electronic transactions with your business 
counterparts (e.g. place direct order in electronic way to the suppliers)? 
• Yes (Ifyes,for — years) • No 
15. Does your company have making use ofthe Intemet to perform internal operation 
(excluding e-mailing system) - e.g. inventory control? 
• Yes (Ifyes,for — years) • No 
16. Does your company collect business-related informationAiata from Internet or 
conduct surveys on the Internet? 
• Yes (Ifyes,for — years) • No 
17. Does your company put advertising on the Intemet? 
• Yes (Ifyes, for — years) • No 
18. Does your company recruit via the Internet? 
• Yes (Ifyes,for __years ) • No 
19. Does your company have direct sales over the Intemet (on-line shopping)? 
• Yes (Ifyes, for — years) • No 
20. Does your company provide services/support to customers directly via Internet? 
• Yes (Ifyes, for — years) • No 
21. Does your company have any plan to increase the usage ofthe Internet in doing 
business in the coming 2 years? Ifno, go to question 23. 
• Yes D No 
22. In the coming 2 years, choose the e-commerce areas that your company want to 
invest and strengthen? 
• Communication (Intemet E-mailing System) 
• EDI via the Internet 
• Business-to-business e-commerce (e.g. order processing) 
• Internal E-commerce system 
• Advertising on the Intemet 
• Direct sales via the Intemet 
• Providing services and support on the Intemet 
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Part V: Obstacles in Applying Electronic Commerce 
Does your company or senior management of your company believe the followings 
are the obstacles or barriers for your company to adopt e-commerce? Please indicate 
your level of agreement with the following statements. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 
23. Your company (or senior management) does not 
understand the capabilities and advantages of e-commerce. 1 2 3 4 5 
24. Your company does not believe that electronic commerce 
can increase company competitiveness, reduce cost, 
improve efficiency 1 2 3 4 5 
25. Low education level of the staff is an obstacles in adoption 
e-commerce 1 2 3 4 5 
26. Low level of English language of the staff is a barrier in 
adoption Internet-based e-commerce as most information 
on the Internet is in English 1 2 3 4 5 
27. Your company stafFs computer and IT knowledge is not 
sufficient for them to handle daily works in electronically.. 1 2 3 4 5 
28. There are great resistance from the staff in changing the 
way of doing businesses to electronic way 1 2 3 4 5 
29. Your company does not have enough IT professionals in 
implementing, supporting and training e-commerce 1 2 3 4 5 
30. There is not enough local e-commerce specialized IT 
companies to provide expert assistance in implementing e-
commerce 1 2 3 4 5 
31. No clear legal framework in recognizing the electronic 
transactions is an obstacles to the implementation of e-
5 
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commerce 1 2 3 4 5 
32. Security concern, like authenticity and unauthorized 
access, is an obstacle to implementation of e-commerce.... 1 2 3 4 5 
33. Inadequate government support in promoting e-commerce 
is an obstacles to application of e-commerce. 1 2 3 4 5 
34. Immature electronic payment method is an obstacles to 
apply e-commerce 1 2 3 4 5 
35. The computer and Internet knowledge of your target 
consumers is low 1 2 3 4 5 
36. The acceptance of e-commerce among target consumers is 
low 1 2 3 4 5 
37. There are not enough Internet users 1 2 3 4 5 
38. The acceptance of e-commerce by business counterparts is 
low 1 2 3 4 5 
39. The high initial investment cost in implementing the e-
commerce systems and training up the employees 1 2 3 4 5 
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Part VI: Other Comments on Application ofElectronic Commerce 
Please specify other comments/difficulties in using of electronic commerce in your 
company. 
Thank you very much for your help! If you would like to receive a 
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Results of Survey on Readiness and Acceptance of Consumers on 
Electronic Commerce 
The following tables show the result o f the survey on the readiness and acceptance of 
local consumers on electronic commerce by each question. 
Table C-1 
Demographic Characters of the Respondents 
Particulars Number % 
Gender Male 71 61 
Female 45 39 
Age Group Between 16 and 20 years 1 1 
Between 21 and 30 years 37 32 
Between 31 and 40 years 50 43 
Between 41 and 50 years 19 16 
> 50 years 6 5 
Not to Disclose ^ ^ 
Occupation ITProfessionals/Technician>OEngineer 31 27 
LecturesATeacher 5 4 
Manager/Executive 9 8 
AccountantA.awyer/Other Professionals 12 10 
Clerical Officer/SecretaryAVorker 8 7 
Civil Servant/Discipline Officer 9 8 
Sales 16 14 
Student 5 4 
Unemployedy^ousewife/Retired^Self-employed 1 6 
WorkerA)river/Other Blue Collar 14 12 
Job directly related to IT Yes 26 22 
No 90 78 
Education Level Primary � = 
Secondary 63 55 
Tertiary or higher 48 41 
Monthly Income Less than or equal to $10,000 6 5 
Between $10,001 and $30,000 29 25 
Between $30,001 and $50,000 37 32 
Between $50,001 and $70,000 21 18 
Between $70,001 and $100,000 8 1 
Greater than or equal to $100,001 5 4 
Not to Disclose lQ ^ 
Table C-2 
Knowledge on Computer, the Internet and Electronic Commerce 
Number % 
Computer Knowledge Expert 13 11 
Proficient 16 14 
Average 37 32 
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； Little - ^ “ ~ 
Notatall 14 12 
Learning ComputerKnowledgefrom School ^^ H 
Work 71 61 
Friend 10 9 
Self-learning 9 8 
The Internet Knowledge Expert ^ ^ 
Proficient 15 13 
Average 36 31 
Little 38 33 
Notatall 21 18 
Learning Internet Knowledgefrom School 1^ ]^ 
Work 35 30 
Friend 16 14 
Self-leaming 52 45 
Awareness ofthe Internet Yes 10^ 93 
No 8 ‘ 
Awareness of "Purchasing over the net ” Yes 104 90 
No 12 10 
Awareness of "Advertising on the net'' Yes ? � ^^ 
No 14 12 
Table C-3 
Usage ofComputer and the Internet 
“” Answer Number % 
HaveHomeComputer Yes ^^ ^1 
No 60 53 
Hours spent on home computer in a week Less than 1 hour ^6 22 
I to 5 hours 16 14 
6 to 10 hours 9 8 
II to 15 hours 4 3 
Greater than 16 hours 1 1 
HaveInternet Connection via work, Yes 59 51 
school or at home ^^ ._ 
No 57 49 
Internet Connectionfrorn Work ^ ] ^1 
School 15 13 
Home 37 32 
Years ofInternet Experiences < 6 months 15 j3 
>=6 months and < 1 year 21 18 
>=1 year and <= 2 years 14 12 
>=2 years 9 8 
Hours spent on the Internet in a week Less than 1 hour 24 21 
1 to 5 hours 18 16 
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6to lOhours 12 10 
11 to 15 hours 3 2 
Greaterthan 16 hours 2 2 
UsageoftheInternet^ Collecting Government 20 17 
Mormation/Documents 
Collecting Reference Materials 27 23 
Collecting Product / Service 13 11 
Liformation 
Communication 56 48 
Entertainment 42 36 
Purchasing/Ordering 7 6 
products/services 
Reading Advertising 17 15 
Reading Recruitment 19 16 
Advertising 
Reading News 24 21 
Sending e-mail 94 81 
Work/Business 12 10 
+ Question aUows users to choose more than one answer. The percentage represents the percentage 
of respondents choosing the option. Therefore, total percentages may not be equal to one hundred. 
Table C-4 
Acceptance and Participation in Internet-based Commercial Activities 
Answer Number % 
Accept the concept of Yes 104 90 
"Advertising on the Net “ 
No 12 10 
Reasons in acceptance the Able to make immediate inquire or 16 14 
concept of "Advertising on the purchase 
Internet” + 
Attractive - with motion and sound 13 丄3 
Convenient ^^ ^^ 
Easier to compare prices and features 44 38 
More information 34 29 
Up-to-date information 41 35 
Other 2 2 
Reasons in not acceptance the Hardto search 10 9 
concept of "Advertising on the 
Internet" ^ 
Most information in English 3 5 
Msufficient computer knowledge 1 1 
Lisufficient Memet knowledge 2 2 
Too much information - hard to make 5 4 
decision 
Other 0 0 
Effectiveness ofAdvertising Brochure 5 
Media * 
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The Memet 6 
NewspapersMagazines 2 
Poster at Streets 4 
Radio 3 
TV 1 
Accept the concept of Yes 95 82 
"Purchasing via the Internet" 
No 21 18 
Reasons in acceptance the Better customer services 3 3 
concept of "Purchasing on the 
Internet" + 
Convenience - do it at any time and place 56 48 
Easy to compare price and product 44 38 
features 
Fast in ordering and delivery 3 3 
Lot of choices 6 5 
More time to freely choose without 10 9 
interruption 
No geographical limitation 42 36 
No pressure from the sales personnel 23 20 
while choosing and comparing 
No time limitation 41 35 
Time saving 36 31 
Other 6 5 
Reasons in not acceptance the Hard to search for the target 9 8 
concept of "Purchasing on the products/services 
Internet" + 
Illegal use ofpersonal particulars supplied 1 6 
Lisufficient computer knowledge 2 2 
Lisufficient Memet knowledge 3 3 
Most information is in English 3 3 
No touch on the products 9 8 
No human interaction 5 4 
No legal protection 8 1 
Non-reliable merchants 7 6 
Non-reliable products/services 1 6 
information 
Non-secure payment method 10 9 
Other 0 0 
Purchase over the net before? Yes ^ 6 
No 109 94 
No. of purchase over the 1 to 3 times 5 4 
Internet in a month 
4 to 6 times 2 2 
7 to 9 times 0 0 
Over 10 times 0 0 
Percentage ofpersonal < 1% 7 6 
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purchase over the Internet 
l % t o 5% 0 0 
6 % t o l 0 % 0 0 
Over 10% 0 0 
Types ofPayment Method used Cash-on-delivery 3 3 
for purchase over the Internet 
Credit Card 3 3 
Electronic Cheque 0 0 
Pre-arranged accountA)illing 0 0 
Money Order 1 1 
Other 0 0 
Preferences on payment Cash-on-delivery 1 
method of purchase over the 
Internet* 
Credit Card 3 
Electronic Cheque 4 
Pre-arranged account^illing 5 
Money Order 2 
Other 6 
Products or Services ^ Air Tickets 2 2 
Banking Services 7 6 
Clothes 0 0 
Computer, S/H or Accessories 29 25 
EducationyTraining 24 21 
Grocery Products 9 11 
Hotel Reservation 2 2 
Jewelry 0 0 
Music related products or services 0 0 
Professional Services 8 7 
Publishing^ooks/magazines 59 51 
Rare products like old CD, books 45 39 
Telecommunication 9 8 
Other 0 0 
The reasons ofaccepting the Concems on the payment method 59 51 
concept of "Purchasing on the 
net" but never purchase 
anything over the Internet + 
Concems on the reliabilities of Memet 41 35 
merchants 
Concems on the reliabilities on 34 29 
information on the Memet 
Hard to search and use 43 37 
Limited choices 14 12 
No confidence on the quality of goods and 36 31 
services selling on the bitemet 
No human contact 19 16 
No legal protection on on-line shopping 41 35 
No suitable products/services 24 21 
Lack ofTouches on the products 45 39 
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Security concerns: protection of sensitive 57 49 
information (e.g. Personal data. 
Credit Card no.) 
Otiier 2 2 
Using Internet more in Yes 68 59 
purchase ifsecurity is improved ^^ 4i 
+ Question aUows users to choose more than one answer. The percentage represents the percentage 
of respondents choosing the option. Therefore, total percentages may not be equal to one hundred. 
* The overall ranking is shown instead of percentage. 
Table C-5 
Government Support 
Answer Number % 
Government should take actions Yes l U 96 
in enhancing the application of 
e-commerce. 
No 丄 1 
No Comment 4 3 
Government has done enough in Yes 8 1 
promoting the use of e-commerce 
inHongKong. 
No 106 91 
No Comment 2 2 
What should Government do to Conduct programmes to increase the 0 0 
promote e-commerce? + public awareness of e-commerce 
Place Government services on the 30 26 
Memet so as to give example to 
private sectors 
Provide technical or capital assistance in 9 8 
applying e-conunerce 
Foster computer fluency - encourage 7 6 
computer education and adopt new 
technology 
Establish regulations in Memet- based 21 18 
electronic transaction 
Coordinate the establishment of security 17 15 
framework on the net 
Protect consumers' rights on purchase 12 10 
over tiie Litemet 
Should not do anything ^ 3 
+ Question aUows users to choose more than one answer. The percentage represents the percentage 
of respondents choosing the option. Therefore, total percentages may not be equal to one hundred. 
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Results of Survey on Readiness and Acceptance of Local Companies 
on Electronic Commerce 
The following tables show the result o f the survey on the readiness and acceptance of 
local companies on electronic commerce by each question. 
Table D-1 
Company Profiles ofResponding Companies 
l p ^ l a r s Number ^ 
No, ofEmployees <10 ^^ 二 
10-50 26 43 
50-100 6 10 
>100 4 6 
1 2 
Business Nature Group Bank 
Computery%formation Technology 11 i ^  
Construction 4 6 
Consulting 10 16 
Education � 0 
Financial 1 ^ 
Government 1 2 
Technology 3 5 
Hospital 0 G 
Law 1 2 
Manufacturing 9 15 
Medical Services 1 2 
Publishing 1 2 
Real Estate ^ ^ 
Restaurant 2 3 
Tourism 4 6 
Trading 7 11 
Others 1 ^ 
Have Overseas Office (including Yes 16 26 
offices in China)? 
No ^^ 抖 
Conduct International Business? Yes ]^ j^^  
No 42 69 
LastYearTurnover- (in HKD-withS.D.of $2,873,000)_8，000,000—— 
* It indicates the average turnover oflast year. 
Table D-2 
Current Usage of Computer 
^iculars Numbe^% 
Currently making use of computers in daily Yes 52 »5 
business operation? ^ ^_ 
No 9 15 
How many computer terminals? <10 ^^ ^^ 
l l t o 5 0 16 27 
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一 51to l00 一 6 T 
> 100 3 5 
Percentaees of business been computerized? < 5% 21 34 
>5%and<10% 15 25 
>10%and<20% 14 23 
> 20% 11 18 
Have an internal Computer/ITsection? Yes 13 21 
No 48 79 
Table D-3 
Current Usage and Future Plan on Electronic Commerce „ 
Particulars Number % 
Usage ofInternet e-mailing system Yes 35 58 
No 26 42 
Percentages ofemployees with Internet e-mail < 10% 6 10 
account for conducting business operation ？ 
>10%and<50% 19 31 
>50%and<80% 1 12 
> 80% 3 5 
Making use ofEDI via the Internet Yes ^ 1= 
No 12 9 
N/A 43 71 
Have Implemented Business-to-Business e- Yes 4 6 
commerce? „ ^. 
No 57 94 
Making ofe-commerce for internal operation Yes ！ ^ 
No 58 95 
Collecting business related information from the Yes 16 26 
Internet , ^ ^ ^  
No 45 74 
Have put advertising on the Internet Yes 2^ 39 
No 37 61 
Recruiting via the Internet Yes J 11 
- No 54 56 
Have direct sales over the Internet Yes ^ ^ 
No 58 95 
Providing services/support directly on the Yes 8 13 
Internet 
No 53 87 
Any plan to increase the use of e-commerce in the Yes 29 47 
coming2years 
No j J � j 
Future pUm on applying e-commerce+ Memet E-mailing 24 39 
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EDI viatheMemet 6 10 
Business-to-business 7 11 
e-commerce 
Litemal e-commerce 6 10 
system 
Put advertising on the 16 27 
Memet 
Recruitment 12 20 
Direct sales 7 11 
Providing Services & 14 23 
Support on the 
Memet 
+ Question aUows users to choose more than one answer. The percentage represents the percentage 
of respondents choosing the option. Therefore, total percentages may not be equal to one hundred 
Table D-4 
Obstacles in applying Electronic Commerce 
Obstacles Level o f agreement Number % 
Lack ofunderstanding on the capabilities and 1 (Strongly Agree) 5 9 
advantages of e-commerce 
‘ 2 (Agree) 16 26 
3 OsIeutral) 21 34 
4 (Disagree) 18 29 
5 (Strongly Disagree) 1 2 
Low Belief on e-commerce to increase 1 4 6 
competitiveness 
2 27 45 
3 21 35 
4 9 14 
5 0 0 
Low education level ofstaff 1 0 0 
2 8 14 
3 24 39 
4 28 46 
5 1 1 
Low English level of staff 1 2 3 
2 6 10 
3 36 59 
4 17 28 
5 0 0 
Low Computer and IT knowledge 1 ^ | ^ 
3 30 49 
4 13 21 
5 3 5 
Resistance from staff in changing to electronic 1 0 0 
way of doing businesses ^ ^ 
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5 “ 3 6 “ W 
4 16 26 
5 4 6 
Not enough internal ITprofesslonals to support e- 1 6 10 
commerce „ 11 
2 7 1上 
3 32 52 
4 16 27 
5 0 0 
Not enough local e-commerce specialized IT 1 1 � 1 ^ 
companies and professionals ^ ^4 39 
3 20 33 
4 6 11 
5 1 1 
No clear legal framework to recognize the 1 22 36 
electronic transactions ^^ ^^ 
2 
3 5 9 
4 3 5 
5 0 0 
34 56 
High Security Concern 1 ^3 3g 
3 4 6 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
13 21 
Inadequate Government Support 1 恥 ^^ 
3 8 14 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
Immature Electronic Payment Method 1 •‘ 芸 
3 8 13 
4 5 8 
5 1 1 
Low Computer and Internet knowledge oftarget 1 6 9 
customers ^ 20 33 
3 25 41 
4 10 17 
5 0 0 
Low acceptance of e-commerce among target 1 4 7 
customers ^ 24 39 
3 27 44 
4 6 10 
5 0 0 
5 
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, 1 2 3 
Not enough users ^ 22 37 
3 20 33 
4 12 19 
5 5 8 
1 2 
Low acceptance of e-commerce by business 1 
counterparts ^ ^0 49 
3 26 43 
4 4 6 
5 0 0 
1 10 16 
High Initial Investment ^ 卯 斜 
3 8 13 
4 3 5 
5 1 2 
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